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We study the topology of the Floquet states and time-averaged optical conductivity of the lattice
model of a thin topological insulator subject to a circularly polarized light using the extended
Kubo formalism. Two driving regimes, the off-resonant and on-resonant, and two models for the
occupation of the Floquet states, the ideal and mean-energy occupation, are considered. In the
ideal occupation, the real part of DC optical Hall conductivity is shown to be quantized while
it is not quantized for the mean energy distribution. The optical transitions in the Floquet band
structure depend strongly on the occupation and also the optical weight which consequently affect all
components of optical conductivity. At high frequency regime, we present an analytical calculation
of the effective Hamiltonian and also its phase diagram which depends on the tunneling energy
between two surfaces. The topology of the system shows rich phases when it is irradiated by a weak
on-resonant drive giving rise to emergence of anomalous edge states.

I. INTRODUCTION

Three-dimensional topological insulators (TI) are
quantum materials having some surface states within the
band gap which originate from the topological properties
of the bulk band structure. Similarly, a two-dimensional
TI has edge states appearing within the band gap. These
edge states have traces in measurement of some quanti-
ties such as quantum Hall conductivity. At zero probe
frequency (dc measurement), the Hall conductance of a
TI is quantized as Ch(e2/h) where Ch is the Chern num-
ber i.e. the number of the edge modes evaluated from the
wave function [1, 2]. However, such topological phenom-
ena and the edge states are absent in the ac quantum
Hall effect in which robust step-like structures are non-
trivial [3].

Chern insulators are classified in the category of the
TIs with broken time-reversal symmetry in which the
quantized edge conductivity emerges without any use of
external magnetic field [4]. For noninteracting fermionic
systems, there is a complete classification of topological
phases according to their symmetries [5]. The number
of materials possessing topological properties is limited,
so it is desirable to find a way to engineer such proper-
ties in different materials. A dynamical way to engineer
quantum properties of materials recently attracted great
attention, is applying time-periodic perturbations. By
irradiating circular polarized light on graphene, it is pos-
sible to open an energy gap and make a state called Flo-
quet Topological insulator (FTI) [6, 7]. Experimentally,
Floquet-Bloch states and also FTIs have been realized in
different systems such as optical lattices [8], graphene [9]
and the surface of a 3D TI [10].
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The topology in driven systems represents richer fea-
tures than in the static ones. For instance, we have re-
cently shown that by variation of the light or the system
parameters , a rich phase diagram emerges in irradiated
thin TIs [11, 12]. In comparison to ordinary TIs, in the
FTIs dynamical gaps emerge which can host anomalous
edge states [13]. To characterize this type of edge states,
beside the Chern number of bands, the winding number
is also defined as a new topological invariants stemming
from the symmetry of the Hamiltonian in time [13]. A
periodic table for FTIs [14] and the associated invari-
ants [15] is already present. The anomalous edge states
typically appear at the on-resonant drives when the drive
frequency is lower than the bandwidth of the system.

For high frequency drives, the Chern numbers of bands
are sufficient to describe the chiral edge states in the gap
at zero energy. In this case, at a drive with weak inten-
sity, it is convenient to use an effective static Hamiltonian
which gives the stroboscopic evolution of the system. If
the photon energy is larger than any characteristic en-
ergy of the system e.g. energy change arising from single-
scattering processes in the system, the energy absorption
and thus the heating rate is exponentially suppressed as a
function of the drive frequency Ω [16]. Moreover, in this
regime, by ignoring the detail of scatterings, calculat-
ing the optical conductivity for non-interacting systems
is reasonable. In experiment, to decrease the heating
rate of high driving amplitudes, it is convenient to use
ultrashort laser pulses (shorter than the time scale for
heating processes) leading to short-lived Floquet phases.
[11, 12].

Experimentally, there are several methods to measure
optical conductivity. The optical Hall conductivity is
measurable by both multi-probe measurement [17] and
the Faraday rotation where the rotation of a linearly
polarized radiation is proportional to σxy(ω). Further-
more, this quantity can be determined in optical lattices
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by applying a small potential gradient and evaluating
the transverse drift of particles in time of flight measure-
ments [8]. The absorption and reflection of a probe light
is directly related to the longitudinal optical conductivity
σxx. The occupation of Floquet states is an important
subject of the field. Different models have been proposed
for the population, however as we show in this work,
each one strongly affects optical conductivity. For exam-
ple, the ac optical conductivity in driven systems demon-
strates anomalous behaviors such as negative longitudi-
nal optical conductivity which is absent in generic static
systems. Regarding to population mechanism in these
materials, the behavior of all related physical properties
such as optical conductivity still needs to be studied in
more details.

In this paper, we represent a suitable and unified
Floquet-Kubo formalism for calculating optical conduc-
tivity by expanding the formula appeared already in
Ref. [6]. By means of this formula which is demonstrated
to be compatible with others in literature, we calculate
the time-averaged optical conductivity of a lattice model
of two dimensional TI such as the model that has been
considered in semiconductor quantum wells [18] or its
simulation in cold atoms [19], irradiated by circular po-
larized light. Two regimes of the drive are considered:
off-resonant and on-resonant regimes. In the high fre-
quency regime, the effective Floquet Hamiltonian is de-
rived and its topological phase diagram is analytically
investigated. To control heating and enhance persistence
of the Floquet states, it is worthy to find those topo-
logical phases which appear at low intensities and high
frequency regimes. At a medium frequency regime, the
topological feature of the system is characterized by di-
rect diagonalizing of the Floquet Hamiltonian in Fourier
space giving rise to anomalous edge states. The exis-
tence of these edge states are confirmed by calculating
the Floquet band structure of the nanoribbon version of
Hamiltonian and also the DC optical Hall conductivity.

To calculate optical response, two models are consid-
ered for the occupation of the Floquet states: the ideal
and also the mean-energy occupation. By taking the for-
mer, quantization of DC optical Hall conductivity is pre-
served while it is demonstrated that such quantization is
absent by taking the latter occupation model. The role
of van-Hove singularities appearing in the time-averaged
density of states is tracked back into all components of
optical conductivity. The optical weight which is not
present in the static systems also plays a crucial role to
determine the strength of each optical transition. More-
over, a negative optical conductivity which is not ob-
served in ac optical conductivity of generic static systems
is observed in Re[σxx]. In fact, the inverted population
arising from the turning-on protocole of the driving field
is the origin of this behavior. As a result, in this case,
there is a stimulated emission of those electrons with pop-
ulation inversion of the Floquet states giving rise to in-
tensification of the probe field.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II

we introduce the tight-binding static model and its spe-
cial limit at the Γ point which results in a typical Hamil-
tonian of TI thin films in materials such as Bi2Se3. A
brief review on the Floquet theory is presented in Sec. III.
In Sec. IV we derive the Floquet Hamiltonian in two
regimes and finally we present the results of the optical
conductivity in two frequency regimes and two occupa-
tion models in Sec. V.

II. MODEL

We begin with a tight binding Hamiltonian on a square
lattice introduced for 2D TI such as a quantum well in
semiconductor heterojunctions [18] or its realization in
cold atomic systems [19]. Setting e = ℏ = 1, the Hamil-
tonian in the momentum space reads

Hdark
αz

(k) =
vf
a

[sin (kya)σx − αz sin (kxa)σy] + ∆0σz

+
∆1

a2
[4− 2 cos (kxa)− 2 cos (kya)]σz

(1)
where a is the lattice parameter. One gets the low en-
ergy effective Hamiltonian for TI thin films, which is ap-
plicable to Bi2Se3 and the (Bi,Sb)2Te3 family materi-
als [11, 12, 20–23], simply as the ka → 0 limit of Eq. 1,
namely

hdark
αz

(k) = vf (kyσx − αzkxσy) + ∆(k)σz (2)

where αz = ± is the pseudospin index and σi are
Pauli matrices in the spin-orbital basis. Throughout
this paper, we assume the Fermi velocity to be ℏvf =
297 meVnm and the lattice parameter as a = 5 nm.
The first term corresponds to two Dirac cones while
∆(k) = ∆0 + ∆1k2 comes from the tunneling between
two surfaces (when the film thickness is lesser than 5 nm)
and opens a gap through a mass term appeared in Dirac
cones. Two sets of hopping parameters are considered in
the following: case (i) (∆0 = 20 meV, ∆1 = 55 eVÅ2),
case (ii) (∆0 = 20 meV, ∆1 = −55 eVÅ2). The band
structure obtained by directly diagonalizing the k-space
Hamiltonian presented in Eq. 1, is shown in Fig. 1(a) for
αz = +1 and the case (i). The first Brillouin zone of the
model on a square lattice is demonstrated in Fig. 1 (b)
with some points indicated on it.

Equation 1 can be rewritten as

Hdark(k) = T0+Txe
ikxa+T †

xe
−ikxa+Tye

ikya+T †
y e

−ikya,
(3)

where the onsite matrix T0 and the hopping matrices
along the x, y directions Tx , Ty are defined as

T0 =

(
∆0 +

4∆1

a2

)
σz,

Tx =− ∆1

a2
σz + i

vf
2a

(αzσy)

Ty =− ∆1

a2
σz − i

vf
2a

(σx).

(4)
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Then, the real space tight-binding Hamiltonian is de-
duced from Eq. 1 as

Hdark
αz

=
∑
r

[c†rT0cr+(c†r+x̂Txcr+c†r+ŷTycr+h.c.)] (5)

where c†r and cr are the creation and annihilation oper-
ators of electron at site r.

To find the Chern number of Hamiltonian, Eq. 1,
let us re-write Hamiltonian as Hdark

αz
= h.σ where

σ = (σx, σy, σz) whose eigenvalues ±
√
h2x + h2y + h2z.

So the gap is closed only if hx = hy = hz = 0.
If enforcing hx = hy = 0, we can nullify hz by
tuning ∆0,∆1. Using the above argument, we de-
duce that the gap closings occur only at points
Γ = (0, 0), X = (π/a, 0), Y = (0, π/a),M = (π/a, π/a)
albeit each with a different mass terms
∆0,∆0 + 4∆1/a

2,∆0 + 4∆1/a
2,∆0 + 8∆1/a

2, re-
spectively. As explained in Ref. 22, the total Chern
number is determined by

Ch =
−1

2

∑
k∈Di

sgn[(∂kx
h × ∂ky

h)z]sgn[hz],

where sgn is the sign function and the summation runs
over Di the four gap-closing points of the Brillouin zone.

Applying this formula for our model yields the follow-
ing result for the Chern number [22]

Chαz = −αz

2
[sgn(∆0)− 2sgn(∆0 +

4∆1

a2
)

+ sgn(∆0 +
8∆1

a2
)]

(6)

Regarding to this definition of the Chern number, the
value of hopping parameters considered in the case (ii)
are in the range ∆0 = +20 meV < 4|∆1|/a2 = 88 meV
where the Chern number for each pseudo-spin is Ch± =
∓1.

III. FLOQUET THEORY

Applying a time periodic HamiltonianH(t) = H(t+T )
can be implemented by means of Floquet theory [24]
where energy is not conserved. . So it is more conve-
nient to work with the stroboscopic evolution of the sys-
tem, U(T ) = T

∫ T

0
exp[−iH(t)dt] (where T denotes time

ordering) rather than time-periodic Hamiltonian.
The eigenvalues of U(T ) are of the form exp[−iεαT ]

where εα represents the quasienergies and α refers to the
band index. As a result, εα and εα + nΩ show the same
eigenstates of the unitary operator with a driving fre-
quency Ω = 2π/T . In other words, in resemblance to the
Bloch wave function arising from a periodicity in space,
Floquet theorem with a periodicity in time suggests the
solution of Schrödinger equation to be

|ψα(t)⟩ = e−iεαt|ϕα(t)⟩ (7)

(b)

Γ

0

0

π/a-π/a
-π/a

π/a
Y

X

M

kx

ky

FIG. 1. (a) The dispersion relation of 2D TI Hamiltonian
defined in Eq. 1 for αz = +1 and tunneling parameters as
∆0 = 20 meV, ∆1 = 55 eVÅ2. The panel (b) shows the
Brillouin zone of the square lattice of 2D TI and its gap closing
points.

where the Floquet states |ϕα(t)⟩ = |ϕα(t + T )⟩ are pe-
riodic in time. Then the Schrödinger equation is rear-
ranged as

[H(t)− i
∂

∂t
]|ϕα(t)⟩ = εα|ϕα(t)⟩ (8)

where both H(t) and |ϕα(t)⟩, are periodic in time leading
to the Fourier version of the above equation. Substituting
H(t) =

∑
m e−imΩtH(m) and |ϕα(t)⟩ =

∑
m e−imΩt|ϕmα ⟩

with their Fourier expansions, Floquet Hamiltonian in
a matrix form is derived from the following eigenvalue
equation,

εα|ϕmα ⟩ =
∑
m′

[H(m−m′) −mΩδmm′ ]|ϕm
′

α ⟩. (9)

Diagonalizing the matrix represented inside the bracket
gives us the quasi-energies, εα. However, based on pe-
riodic property of the quasi-energy, the reduced quasi-
energy is defined as ϵα such that it lies in the first Flo-
quet zone −Ω/2 < ϵα < Ω/2. Practically, one should di-
agonalize Floquet Hamiltonian represented in Eq. 9 and
find the reduced quasi-energies ϵα and their correspond-
ing eigenvectors and read from them the |ϕnα⟩. The mean
energy of a Floquet band is represented as [25]

ϵ̄α = ϵα +
∑
n

nΩWn
α (10)

where Wn
α = ⟨ϕnα|ϕnα⟩ is the optical weight of each state

in the nth Floquet replica. Another important quantity
which is related to the optical conductivity is the time-
averaged density of states (DOS) which is defined as [25]

DOS(ω) =
∑
n,α

δ[ω − (ϵα + nΩ)]Wn
α . (11)
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IV. DRIVEN HAMILTONIAN

The model that we are interested in is the 2D TI irradi-
ated by circularly polarized light. In our previous works
[11, 12], we discussed the effect of circularly and linearly
polarized light on the phase diagram of thin TI, Eq. 2,
which is a continuous limit of the lattice model repre-
sented in Eq. 1. The continuous limit is obtained by
just setting a→ 0 in Eq. 1. Here, we address the effect
of circularly polarized light on optical conductivity of the
lattice model. The time-periodic Hamiltonian is derived
by Pierels substitution in k-space Hamiltonian (Eq. 3) by
replacing ki −→ ki +Ai which is equivalent to replacing
the hopping parameters as tij → tijexp(

∫ rj
ri

A.dl) in real
space Hamiltonian (Eq. 5). Here, the time-periodic vec-
tor potential is defined as A(t) = A0(sinΩt, cosΩt) and
ri, rj represent the positions of the initial and end points,
and also l = rj − ri. To construct Floquet Hamiltonian
represented in the matrix form of Eq. 9, we need to
calculate Fourier components of the time-periodic lattice
Hamiltonian H(n),

H(n)
αz

= T0Jn(0) + Jn(aA)[Txe
ikxa(−1)n + T †

xe
−ikxa

+ Tye
ikya(i)n + T †

y e
−ikya(−i)n]

= (∆0 + 4
∆1

a2
)σzJn(0) + Jn(aA)[

vf
a
(sin(aky +

nπ

2
)σx

− insin(akx +
nπ

2
)αzσy)−

2∆1

a2
σz(i

ncos(akx +
nπ

2
)

+ cos(aky +
nπ

2
))]

(12)
where A is different with A0 in dimension as A ≡ eA0/ℏ
and Jn is the Bessel Function of the first kind. To derive
this component, we used

1

T

∫ T

0

eiaA(t).θ̂einΩtdt = Jn(aA)ein(π−θ) (13)

where the unit vector θ̂ connects two nearest neighbor
sites. For our Hamiltonian on a square lattice, the angle θ
of the unit vector with the x-axis takes only 0, π/2, π and
3π/2. The resulting Eq. 12 reveals that in the presence
of circularly polarized light it is sufficient to multiply
the hopping energies between nearest neighbour sites by
Jn(aA)ein(π−θ).

On the other hand, the current operator is also periodic
in time so that ju(t) = ∂ku

H(t) =
∑

n e
−inΩtj

(n)
u the

Fourier components of which are evaluated by Eq. 12 as

0 -2

-2

2 1

1

1

-1

-1

-1

2

0

0

100

-100

-200

-300

0 π/a-π/a 0 π/a-π/a

200

300

k

ε 
(m

eV
)

x kx

(a) (b)

FIG. 2. The spectrum of the nanoribbon version of Floquet
Hamiltonian represented in Eq. 9. The panel a (b) belongs to
the tunneling parameters taken from the case (i) (case (ii))
which is primary in the NI (Chern insulator) phase. The
frequency of drive is Ω = 200 meV and its intensity is con-
sidered to be as A = 0.1 nm−1. The red integers show the
Chern number of the corresponding bulk band.

j
(n)
u = ∂kuH

(n), namely

J(n)
αz

= Jn(aA)[ia(Txe
ikxa(−1)n − T †

xe
−ikxa)x̂

+ ia(Tye
ikya(i)n − T †

y e
−ikya(−i)n)ŷ]

= Jn(aA)[vf (cos(aky +
nπ

2
)σxŷ

− incos(akx +
nπ

2
)αzσyx̂) +

2∆1

a
σz(i

nsin(akx +
nπ

2
)x̂

+ sin(aky +
nπ

2
)ŷ)]

(14)
where the index u runs over x and y directions. From
now on, we set the pseudospin index αz = +1 and drop
this index in all calculations. The case of αz = −1 can
be similarly considered.

Now that we have the new hopping parameters corre-
sponding toH(n) in Eqs. 13 and 12, it is easy to construct
the Floquet matrix of Eq. 9. The matrix has infinite di-
mensions. However one can truncate it at some dimen-
sion which guarantees the convergence of results.

The dispersion of the nanoribbon version of Floquet
Hamiltonian is shown in Figs. 2 (a,b). The spectrum
is truncated with n = 0,±1 subbands. The consid-
ered drive frequency Ω = 200 meV is lower than the
bandwidth. The bandwidth is approximately 0.3- 0.4 eV
(see Fig. 4 (a),(d)) and regarding to the given driving
frequency, only one photon-assisted processes are rep-
resented in the spectrum. Figs. 2(a,b) correspond to
the case (i) and (ii), respectively. The Chern number
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of the corresponding bulk bands, represented by the red
integers, can be derived using the Fukui-Hatsugai-Susuki
method [26]. This technique uses the eigenvectors of Flo-
quet Hamiltonian attributed to each band. It is evident
in the spectrum shown in Fig. 2 that the Chern number
is also equal to the difference between the number of chi-
ral edge modes coming from the above and exiting from
the bottom of each band as noted in Ref. 13. Note that
in this rule, the sign of the Chern number appears as the
chirality of an edge mode, e. g. the chirality of the edge
modes displayed in Fig. 2(a) is opposite of the chirality
of the edge modes emerging in Fig. 2(b) [13].

As seen in Fig. 2 (a), on-resonant driving field applied
on the primary normal insulating phase can induce two
edge states inside the dynamical gap called anomalous
edge states. On the other hand, for the case (ii), Fig. 2 (b)
implies that the normal insulating phase persists in the
Chern insulator induced by the right-handed polarized
light albeit at low intensities. To have complete view, the
phase diagram of an irradiated 2D insulator is drawn in
Fig. 3 (b) as a function of the amplitude A for the case (i)
and at a frequency, 200 meV lower than the band width.
In this figure, the minimum and maximum boundaries
of the upper Floquet band in the central Floquet zone
are indicated with the dotted lines while the blue region
between these dotted lines shows the width of this band.
It was checked that once the dynamical gap is closed, the
Chern number of each band (the red integers) is changed.

1. Effective Hamiltonian at High Frequency Regime

In high frequency regime (larger than the band width)
and low amplitudes of the drive, the full Floquet Hamil-
tonian can be projected onto the central Floquet zone
i.e. the interval (−Ω/2,Ω/2). This piece of band struc-
ture has the most contribution to the time-averaged DOS
and other physical properties such as optical conductiv-
ity compared to the other sidebands; ⟨ϕ0α|ϕ0α⟩ ≫ ⟨ϕnα|ϕnα⟩
where n ̸= 0.

By using perturbation theory, it is shown that for off-
resonant drive |ϕn⟩ = H(n)

nΩ |ϕ0⟩ for n ̸= 0 [7]. We assume
the dimensionless parameter Avf

Ω ≪ 1 to be in the weak
driving regime and just the central side band has the
most effect.

So, it is straightforward to consider the effect of side-
bands on the central bands, perturbatively in this regime.
This leads us to an effective Floquet Hamiltonian which
describes low intensity driving fields. As a result, one can
use a series expansion in powers of inverse frequency to
find out this Hamiltonian [27–29] as the following

Heff = H(0) +
∑
n

(nΩ)−1[H(−n), H(+n)] +O(1/(Ω)2)

(15)
where the Fourier components of time-dependent Hamil-
tonian are defined as Hn = 1/T

∫ T

0
H(t)ein|Ω|tdt. The

effective two band Hamiltonian is easily calculated by

means of the Fourier components given in Eq. 12 and
then the optical conductivity is evaluated by using the
static Kubo Formula instead of the Floquet-Kubo ver-
sion which will be presented in Eq. 18. We checked that
the results of optical conductivity extracted from the full
driven Floquet Hamiltonian and also the effective Flo-
quet Hamiltonian are very compatible with each other
as long as the off-resonant regime is respected. If the
strength of light becomes stronger, then the higher or-
ders of expansion i.e. O(Ω−2), O(Ω−3), ... in Eq. 15 are
required. One can check the validity of the truncated
expansion numerically by comparing the band structure
of the effective Hamiltonian (Eq. 15) and the Floquet
Hamiltonian Eq. 9.

In this stage, let us try to find out the phase diagram of
system in the off-resonant regime and at low intensity of
irradiated light by using the effective Hamiltonian which
is derived by substituting Eq. 12 into Eq. 15. The result
can be expressed in the following form, Heff = heff.σ,
defining C = a2J0(aA) and D = 8∆1

Ω J 2
1 (aA), we have

heff
x =

vf
a3

[Csin(aky)−Dcos(akx)sin(aky)]

heff
y =

vf
a3

[−Csin(akx) +Dsin(akx)cos(aky)]

heff
z = ∆0 + 4

∆1

a2
+

4v2fJ 2
1 (aA)cos(akx)cos(aky)

a2Ω

+
−2∆1ΩJ0(aA)[cos(akx) + cos(aky)]

a2Ω

(16)

Since the other terms are negligible for small ampli-
tudes of the drive, we have included just n = 0,±1 terms
in Eq. 15. The gap is closed if heff

x = heff
y = heff

z = 0.
Once heff

x = heff
y = 0, the term heff

z can also be set to
zero by tuning ∆0 and ∆1. So the following two condi-
tions must be simultaneously satisfied for the gap closing
points, {

sin(aky)[C −Dcos(akx)] = 0

− sin(akx)[C −Dcos(aky)] = 0
(17)

Indeed the points Γ, X, Y,M are the first solution of the
above equations where sin(akx) = sin(aky) = 0. As long
as |C| = |D|, there are two conditions as sin(aky) = 0
or sin(akx) = 0 which counts the other solutions. The
third solution occurs at cos(akx) = cos(aky) = C/D.
These are a complete set of solutions, in each case we set
heff
z = 0 to find the border lines of phases. The resultant

phase diagram is shown in Fig. 3 (a) where we have set
∆1 = −55 eVÅ2. It is obvious that those ∆0 intervals in
which the Chern number of the system is nonzero varies
with the light intensity at high frequency regime.

V. OPTICAL CONDUCTIVITY

The linear response theory and Kubo formula for op-
tical conductivity of time periodic systems has been al-
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FIG. 3. (a) Phase diagram of irradiated model for ∆1 =
−55 eVÅ2 and the frequency of Ω = 1000 meV as a function
of ∆0 and A. The chern number is derived by using the
effective Hamiltonian defined in Eq. 16. The red integers show
the lower band Chern number. The border lines are plotted
for the gap closing points and the other conditions explained
in the text. (b) The phase diagram as a function of A for
the tunneling parameters chosen from the case (i) and driven
by a light with the frequency of Ω = 200meV. The minimum
and maximum of the upper Floquet band are shown by the
dots. The red integers show the upper Floquet band Chern
numbers. Everywhere that the dynamical gap is closed, the
Chern number is changed.

ready developed in several studies [6, 30, 31]. The time-
averaged optical conductivity at zero temperature can be
derived from a compact equation which aggregates both
longitudinal and Hall optical conductivity (its equiva-
lence with those reported in literature is proven in Ap-
pendix B)

σuv(ω) = −i
∑

α,γ>α

∑
m

fα − fγ
ϵα − ϵγ −mΩ

×

[ j
v(m)
αγ j

u(−m)
γα

ω + i0+ − (ϵα − ϵγ −mΩ)
+

j
u(m)
αγ j

v(−m)
γα

ω + i0+ + ϵα − ϵγ −mΩ

]
(18)

where ω is the probe frequency and α, γ = 1, 2 refer to
the band indices indicating inter-band transitions. fα
denotes the band occupation α. Here ju(n)αγ is the matrix
elements of the current operator along the u-direction.
The sum over “m” refers to the m-photon processes. In

Appendix A, we define the matrix elements of the current
operator and show how to expand this formula in terms
of Fourier components of Floquet modes for numerical
usage.

The above equation can be interpreted based on some
excitations from the state |ϕ0α⟩ in the central Floquet zone
by means of absorption m photons to the virtual states
in the mth side band, |ϕmγ ⟩ and then coming back to the
initial state by emission of those m photons.

A. Off-resonant Regime

The density of states and the real and imaginary parts
of time-averaged optical conductivity of irradiated 2D
TI with frequency Ω = 1000 meV calculated by Eqs. 11
and 18 are shown in Fig. 4. The frequency of light is
larger than the bandwidth of the system, so off-resonant
regime is satisfied. Here we have two bands where the
lower(upper) Floquet band is completely filled (empty).
So in Eq.18, the occupations are f(α=1) = 1, f(α=2) = 0.
We call this type of occupation the “ideal occupation”.

Figures 4 (a-c) and (d-f) are plotted for the case (i)
and (ii) and correspond to two different values of hop-
ping parameters ∆0 and ∆1 which are primary in NI and
Chern insulator phase, respectively. In Fig. 4(b),(e) the
real and imaginary part of longitudinal optical conduc-
tivity are presented in which their dips and peaks corre-
spondingly follow van-Hove singularities appeared in the
time-averaged density of states displayed in Fig. 4 (a),
(d). Regarding to inter-band transitions, the position
of dips and peaks in optical conductivities must emerge
exactly at twice of that frequency that van-Hove singu-
larity appears in the density of states. To explain more,
the optical weight of Floquet eigenstates are decaying
rapidly for the sidebands of (|n| ≫ W/Ω), where W is
the band width. For sufficiently large driving frequency
and weak intensity (assuming dimensionless parameter
Avf
Ω ≪ 1 ), the Floquet states are localized in the cen-

tral Floquet bands, n = 0. Therefore, the significant
transitions mostly occur among these two central bands.
Regarding the electron-hole symmetry of Hamiltonian,
the photon-dressed bands are also symmetric around zero
energy. Then we expect that if the density of states has
a peak (or sudden change) at a given energy, let’s say
Ep, optical conductivity shows an extremum structure
at an energy 2Ep because more transitions (or a sudden
change in the number of transitions) occur between the
lower band at energy ϵ ≈ −Ep and the upper band at
energy ϵ ≈ Ep

Re[σxx] is positive for all ranges of probe frequencies
which originate from the occupation of states in resem-
blance to the static ones. Any peak and dip in the real
and imaginary parts of optical Hall conductivity, Fig. 4
(c), (f) also corresponds to van-Hove singularities in den-
sity of states. At zero probe frequency, ω = 0, Re[σxy]
is quantized and proportional to the value of the Chern
number of the lower Floquet band. Regarding to the
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FIG. 4. Time-averaged density of states and optical conduc-
tivity (in units of e2/h) of the 2D TI irradiated by circularly
polarized light in high frequency regime. The frequency of
the drive is Ω = 1000 meV and the intensity A = 0.10 nm−1.
The real and imaginary parts of optical conductivity are dis-
played by different colors. The panels a-c (d-f) are belonging
to the tunneling parameters chosen from the case (i) (case
(ii)) which are primary in the NI (Chern insulator) phase.

phase diagram represented in Fig. 3 (a), for the ampli-
tude of the drive setting to A = 0.1 nm−1 and the hop-
ping energy between two surfaces as, ∆0 = 20 meV, the
Chern number is equal to -1 for the case (ii) and zero for
the case (i).

B. On-resonant Regime

Now we study optical conductivity of a 2D TI irradi-
ated by light in medium frequency regime by supposing
two types of the occupation for the Floquet states. The
non-equilibrium distribution function for the population
of the Floquet states depends strongly on the initial con-
dition of light shining on the sample and also on the re-
laxation mechanisms such as electron-phonon couplings,
radiative recombination, etc. [32]. So the Fermi-Dirac
distribution as the static case does not necessarily occur
in experiment. However, it was shown that a nearly ideal
occupation of Floquet states can be achieved by engineer-
ing the Bose and Fermi baths coupled to the system [32].

In this paper, two occupation models are assumed:
ideal and mean energy occupation. By the former , we
mean that the lower (upper) Floquet bands are com-
pletely occupied (unoccupied) while by the latter we
mean that the Floquet states on each k-point are oc-
cupied depending on the mean energy ϵ̄α of that point

(b)                                       (e)

(a)                                       (d)
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FIG. 5. Time-averaged density of states and optical conduc-
tivity (in units of e2/h) of 2D topological insulator irradiated
by on-resonant circularly polarized light. The frequency of
the drive is Ω = 200 meV and the intensity is A = 0.1 nm−1.
Real and imaginary parts of optical conductivity are displayed
by different colors. For this calculation, the Ideal occupation
model is assumed. The panels a-c (d-f) belong to the tunnel-
ing parameters chosen from the case (i) (the case (ii)) which
are primary in the NI (Chern insulator) phase.

(Eq. 10) according to the Heaviside step function fα =
θ(−ϵ̄α). Throughout this work, the Fermi energy is fixed
at the band center, EF = 0. The bands in other side-
bands will be occupied similar to the central bands. An-
other occupation type used in literature originates from
projection of the Fermi-Dirac distribution in non-driven
situation on the Floquet basis sets and is called “sud-
den approximation” [25, 30], or “quench” [33]. Although
mean energy occupation is a phenomenological assump-
tion and is quite different from the projected distribution
for a closed system, the whole feature of optical conduc-
tivities calculated by these distributions shows the same
behaviors [25].

It was checked that in contrast to the on-resonant case,
in the off-resonant regime, the mean energy of the lower
(higher) Floquet band is negative (positive) for all points
of the Brillouin zone which resembles ideal occupation.
Therefore, for the off-resonant drive two mentioned mod-
els for the occupation coincide with each other. However,
the results arising from these occupation models are to-
tally different if we work in the on-resonant regime.
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1. Ideal Occupation

In Fig. 5, we plot the density of state and optical con-
ductivity of 2D TI irradiated by on-resonant light and
an assumption of the ideal occupation. The frequency
of drive is considered Ω = 200 meV which is lower than
the band width. The real and imaginary parts of optical
conductivity are displayed with different colors in Figs. 5
(a-c) and (d-f) which are plotted for the case (i) and case
(ii), respectively. The dynamical gap appearing in the
on-resonant drive occurs at Ω/2 = 100 meV as shown in
the density of states (Figs. 5(a),(d)). In this figure, there
are some important physical remarks. First, contrary to
the off-resonant regime (Figs. 4(b,e)) for which the real
part of the longitudinal optical conductivity (Re[σxx])
is positive at all probe frequencies, in the on-resonant
regime with the ideal occupation, this quantity becomes
negative in some frequency regions (Figs. 5(b,e)). The
second remarkable point is that the emergence of the
peaks and dips in optical conductivity occurs at a probe
energy twice than the energy at which the van-Hove sin-
gularities appear in the density of states (Figs. 5(a,d)),
of course except for some peaks or dips at low frequen-
cies. The third remark is focused on the limit of zero
probe frequency Re[σxy(ω → 0)] (see Figs. 5(c,f)) which
is compatible with the Chern numbers calculated numer-
ically and confirmed by the Floquet band structure of the
nanoribbon version (see Figs. 2(a,b)). Now, we explain
the first and second points with the help of Fig. 6(a).

Optical transitions: Suppose that the hopping param-
eters between two surfaces is given as in the case (i).
Figs. 6(a) and 8(a) represent the Floquet band struc-
ture of 2D TI for the ideal and mean-energy occupation,
respectively. The hollow circles indicated on the bands
represent the occupation. Assuming the ideal occupa-
tion, as shown in Fig. 6(a), the lower band belonging to
the central Floquet bands is fully filled while the upper
one is empty. The same pattern for the occupation of
the states is copied in the Floquet sidebands. On the
other hand, if the mean-energy is used to calculate the
occupation for each band, as seen in Fig. 8(a), the bands
would be partially filled. In this section, we assume a
drive with moderate frequency Ω = 200 meV and also a
scaled intensity A = 0.1 nm−1. The color scale on the
bands indicates the optical weights of the states defined
as Wn

α = ⟨ϕnα|ϕnα⟩. As explicitly seen in Eq. 11, the
weights directly affect the density of states and conse-
quently the optical conductivity.

The vertical arrows in Fig. 6(a) are as indicators
for the most important optical transitions with remark-
able traces in the optical conductivity. The A and C
transitions have negative contributions to Re[σxx]; see
Fig. 5(b). From the view point of population inversion of
the Floquet band spectrum, negative optical conductivity
is reasonable. Population inversion causes an stimulated
emission which amplifies the probe field. In other words,
since the real part of optical conductivity is directly re-
lated to the absorption, a negative sign of this quantity
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FIG. 6. (a) The dispersion relation of Floquet Hamiltonian for
the case (i): ∆0 = 20 meV and ∆1 = 55 eVÅ2. The frequency
of the drive is Ω = 200 meV and its intensity A = 0.1 nm−1.
The colored scale bar on each band shows the optical weights
⟨ϕn

α|ϕn
α⟩. Arrows indicated in panel (a) show some important

optical transitions and the circles display the occupied bands.
The ideal occupation model is considered in this calculation.
(b)-(e) The decomposition of the summation terms for the
real part of longitudinal optical conductivity in terms of m-
photon processes. Note that the A,B,C transitions in panel
(a) correspond to m = −1, 0,−2 photon processes and the as-
sociated conductivities are shown in (b),(c),(d), respectively.

leads to a negative absorption, i.e. the electromagnetic
field which passes through the media, will be amplified
rather than be dissipated.

A question that might arise is that why Re[σxx] in
the off-resonant regime is positive for all ranges of probe
frequency. In the off-resonant and low amplitude of drive,
because the nth sideband (n ̸= 0) weight is negligible
with respect to zeroth sideband , these inter sideband
transitions have no significant contribution to the optical
conductivity and just the transitions among the lower
occupied band and higher empty band in the Floquet
zone have considerable effect. So, Re[σxx] is completely
positive in this regime; see Fig. 4(b),(e).

Indeed, as shown in Fig. 6(a), the transitions A, B and
C are attributed to the optical transitions from the nth
sideband to (n + m)th sideband, where m = −1, 0,−2
refers to the m photon processes, respectively (see Eq. 18
in which there is a summation over ”m”). It is obvious
that the optical transitions between those Floquet states
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FIG. 7. Time-averaged optical conductivity (in units of
e2/h) of 2D topological insulator irradiated by on-resonant
circularly polarized light. The frequency of the drive is
Ω = 200 meV and the intensity is A = 0.10 nm−1. The
mean-energy occupation model is assumed in this calculation.
The real and imaginary parts of optical conductivity are dis-
played with different colors. In all panels ∆0 = 20 meV and
∆1 = 55 eVÅ2 for (a)-(b) and ∆1 = −55 eVÅ2 for (c)-(d).

with low optical weights (indicated by the colored scale
bar on each band in Fig. 6(a)) are ignorable. The rea-
son originates from the corresponding matrix elements
in Eq. 18 which are too small. The peaks and dips at
very low ω appeared in the components of optical con-
ductivity, refer to the A transitions which occur in the
dynamical gap.

For the sake of clarifying the relation between the tran-
sitions and optical conductivity, we decompose the sum-
mation in Eq. 18 in terms of m-photon processes as rep-
resented in Fig. 6(b)-(e). The parameters used for this
decomposition are the same as the panel (a). Note that
Figs.6 (b),(c),(d) show contribution of m = −1, 0,−2
terms in optical conductivity. Now, it could be simply
followed by eyes that the associated transitions A,B and
C in Fig. 6 (a), have their own peaks and dips in the at-
tributed “m”-photon processes. Moreover, the scale of
each process in Fig. 6(b)-(e) demonstrates the impor-
tance of its contribution in optical conductivity. For
example, m = 1 processes have too small contribution
compared to m = −1 processes.

2. Mean Energy Occupation

The simplest assumption for a non-equilibrium occu-
pation is the mean energy distribution function, fα =
θ(−ϵ̄α) which has been used to calculate the components
of optical conductivity in Fig. 7 a-b (c-d) for the hopping
parameters determined by the case (i) (the case (ii)). As
it was mentioned before, at high Fermi energies or high
probe frequencies, considering the mean and quench oc-
cupation models result in a similar behavior for longitu-
dinal optical conductivity[25].

(b)                                     (c)
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m=1                                 m=2
(d)                                     (e)
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FIG. 8. (a) The dispersion relation of Floquet Hamilto-
nian for 2D topological insulator. The optical weights are
displayed by the colored scale bar and the occupation model
is assumed to be the “mean-energ” occupation. (b)-(d) The
decomposition of the real part of the longitudinal optical con-
ductivity in terms of m-photon processes. The tunneling and
drive parameters are the same as given in Fig. 6

The peaks and dips in different components of optical
conductivity occur at twice of the frequency at which the
van Hove singularities emerge. In fact, this correspon-
dence fails at probe frequencies lower than band gap. The
zero probe frequency limit of Re[σxy(ω → 0] is not nec-
essarily quantized anymore for this occupation, because
partial occupation of the bands results in a mixture of
opposite Berry curvatures giving rise to non-integer Hall
conductivity. This fact is apparent from Fig. 7(b),(d).
To understand these features of optical conductivity, we
depict the Floquet band structure in Fig. 8(a) display-
ing the hollow circles as the mean energy occupation and
also indicating the optical weights on each band with
colored scale bar. If the drive is on-resonant, in this as-
sumption for the occupation, each band is partially filled.
The reason originates from the band mixing around the
momentum of the gaps. So in these k-points, the mean
energy tolerates a sign change.

The decomposition of the real part of longitudinal op-
tical conductivity in terms of m-photon processes for the
case (i) is presented in Fig. 8(b)-(e). Comparison be-
tween the band structure of Fig. 8(a) and corresponding
optical conductivities in Fig. 8(b)-(e), shows that still one
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can find out some optical transition for each peak or dip
in the m-photon optical conductivity.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this paper we assumed two simplest occupation sce-
narios of Floquet states, used before in literature. In
experiment, the ideal occupation may be realized by en-
gineering the baths [32] and in special conditions. Al-
though realization of this occupation is hard in experi-
ment, it has the advantage of showing the topology of the
system through quantized Hall response. Also we antic-
ipate that the mean energy occupation could be realized
when the dissipation is very low, which is observed for
example in engineered condensed matter systems such as
cold atoms.

It should be noted that in general the occupation of
Floquet states in realistic condensed matter systems is
a complicated function of dissipation, heating and exter-
nal parameters, which is case dependent and sensitive to
special conditions of experiment. For example, in the re-
cent experiment of light induced anomalous Hall effect in
Graphene [34] the Hall conductance of Graphene under
circularly polarized light was measured. To rebuild the
results in a theoretical model, [35], the Lindblad mas-
ter equation was used with three phenomenological pa-
rameters; the decay rate, dephasing rate, and particle
exchange rate with Fermionic bath. By fitting such pa-
rameters they were able to rebuild the results. Also in
Ref. [32] it was shown that radiative recombination and
phonon-mediated relaxation, besides the Fermi and Bose
baths, can be important in determination of the occupa-
tion. As a conclusion, the external effects which depend
on the details of experiment are important to determine
the occupation and consequently the results.

VII. SUMMARY

In summary, we investigated the influence of a cir-
cularly polarized light on longitudinal and Hall compo-
nents of time-averaged optical conductivity of a two di-
mensional topological insulator. Two simple occupation
scenarios are considered: an ideal occupation which re-
sembles the Fermi-Dirac distribution as the static situ-
ation, and a mean-energy occupation which simulates a
phenomenological non-equilibrium situation. We showed
that in the formaer case the irradiated light changes the
topology of the system which is the origin of the quanti-
zation in the optical Hall conductivity at zero probe fre-
quency. This quantization is absent in the mean-energy
occupation case. To interpret the peaks and dips in
the optical conductivity, we follow the optical transitions
at van-Hove singularities of the Floquet band structure.
The intensity of each peak or dip is shown to depend
strongly on the optical weight of each quasi Floquet state
and also the occupation of the states. Moreover, inverted

population in the Floquet states results in a negative
value for the longitudinal part of optical conductivity at
the on-resonant drive. The negative longitudinal optical
conductivity demonstrates an amplification of the probe
light instead of the absorbance.
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Appendix A: Matrix Elements of Current Operator

In the extended Kubo formula for optical conductiv-
ity Eq. 18, we have Fourier components of the current
operator such as

jv(m)
αγ = 1/T

∫ T

0

⟨ϕα(t)|
∂H(t)

∂kv
|ϕγ(t)⟩eimΩtdt (A1)

we can expand the Floquet states |ϕγ(t)⟩ =∑
q |ϕqγ⟩e−iqΩt and current operator jv(t) = ∂H(t)

∂kv
=∑

p j
v(p)e−ipΩt in Fourier series. So, we have

jv(m)
αγ =

∑
lpq

1/T

∫ T

0

⟨ϕlα|jv(p)|ϕqγ⟩ei(m−q−p+l)Ωtdt

=
∑
lp

⟨ϕlα|jv(p)|ϕl+m−p
γ ⟩

(A2)

If the current operator is independent of time, we have

jv(m)
αγ =

∑
l

⟨ϕlα|jv(0)|ϕl+m
γ ⟩ (A3)

Appendix B: Equivalent Forms for Floquet-Kubo
Formula

First consider the longitudinal part of optical conduc-
tivity. Using Eq. 18, one can write

σxx(ω) = −i
∑

α,γ>α

∑
m

fα − fγ
ϵα − ϵγ −mΩ

jx(m)
αγ jx(−m)

γα ×

[ 1

ω + i0+ − (ϵα − ϵγ −mΩ)
+

1

ω + i0+ + ϵα − ϵγ −mΩ

]
(B1)

Using the relation 1
x+i0+ = P( 1x ) − iπδ(x) where P de-

notes the principle part, we deduce

Reσxx(ω) = −π
∑

α,γ>α

∑
m

fα − fγ
ϵα − ϵγ −mΩ

|jx(m)
αγ |2×[

δ(ω − (ϵα − ϵγ −mΩ)) + δ(ω + (ϵα − ϵγ −mΩ))
]

= π
∑

α,γ ̸=α

∑
m

fα − fγ
ω

|jx(m)
αγ |2δ(ω + (ϵα − ϵγ −mΩ))

(B2)
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This is the form used in Eq. (31) of Ref. [25] where the
current operator is assumed to be independent of time.

On the other hand the transversal part of Eq. 18 can
be written as

σxy(ω) = −i
∑

α,γ>α

∑
m

fα − fγ
ϵα − ϵγ −mΩ

×

{ (ω + i0+)[j
y(m)
αγ j

x(−m)
γα + j

x(m)
αγ j

y(−m)
γα ]

(ω + i0+)2 − (ϵα − ϵγ −mΩ)2

+
(ϵα − ϵγ −mΩ)[j

y(m)
αγ j

x(−m)
γα − j

x(m)
αγ j

y(−m)
γα ]

(ω + i0+)2 − (ϵα − ϵγ −mΩ)2
}

(B3)

The first term in braces vanishes for isotropic systems (or

2D systems which have at least 3-fold rotational symme-
try) because it is symmetric with respect to the x and y
and the second term i.e. the antisymmetric term remains,
so

σxy(ω) = −i
∑

α,γ>α

∑
m

(fα − fγ)×

[j
y(m)
αγ j

x(−m)
γα − j

x(m)
αγ j

y(−m)
γα ]

(ω + i0+)2 − (ϵα − ϵγ −mΩ)2

(B4)

This form appeared in Eq. (20) of Ref. [36].
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